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[Descriptions of the development]

[Development term]

   Individual mining system for cryptocurrency

[ Technical Field ]

   The execution of this development is regarding the individual mining system for the 
cryptocurrency.

[ Technology for the background of this development ]

   cryptocurrency or Bitcoin that represents the cryptocurrency is a protocol that engrafted 
blockchain technology on the financial transaction system. A system that issues currency on 
the internet through smart contract. 

   As a type of a digital currency that does not take a visible form, the Bitcoin which is one of the 
main cryptocurrency has no manager and is traded freely globally through P2P method. The 
key part of the features of the Bitcoin is in the blockchain that solved the double-spending-
problem. There were many digital currencies before Bitcoin, but the reason it was has not been 
bale to be used as actual currency was because of the risk of the digital currency, an electronic 
information, being copied and used. Bitcoin uses the information encryption technology 
known as block chain with the mining method of giving awards and had solved this problem.

   At this time, mining the cryptocurrency took on a method of providing a platform that is 
controlled to mine when the set conditions are satisfied. Hereupon is a new technology to 
monitor if the user satisfies the set condition while playing the game.

   Bitcoin group has achieved 5 Korean patents, 10 more are applied and are carrying out 
number of blockchain cryptocurrency global patent registration to global patent office such as 
America, Japan, China, Hong Kong and so on.

   Bitcoin group as already achieved patents from the American patent office, which is the 
center of the world, along with Korea and has registered patent in Japan and has been 
recognized for the blockchain cryptocurrency technology from global patent offices. 

   Bitcoin group is a global ctryptocurrency development company and a global leader.
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Strong points of the BTCB coin

BTCB coin has checked the problem of the slow transaction speed of the 
bitcoin and Bitcoin Bulls was made under the effort of trying to improve this 
point.

BTCB coin holds a strong security through the agreement algorithm known 
as the Proof of Work(POW) using the P2P network.

BTCB coin is similar with bitcoin yet holds a different feature. First, the 
total issue amount is same with bitcoin. We have blocked the main cause 
where the sign, algorithm and block can be moved unstably through small 
amount in advance. 

Instead of the hash algorithm SHA-256 that can be seen as the demerits of 
the bitcoin, script algorithm is used. This is a device that prevents abnormal 
electricity consumption through increased mining level holding a merit that it 
can be easily mined only with a cellphone as mining itself is not complex 
compared to bitcoin.

The more important fact is, it creates the block 4 times faster than bitcoin 
which creates block every 10 minutes. This is our own American patent 
technology that is only able from Bitcoin Bulls because the important 
transaction content is saved on the block through on-chain method where it 
is handled from the Bitcoin Bulls network(Individual transaction made on 
separate channel(off-chain)) and only the result value is saved on the 
blockchain. Other matters are handled outside of the blockchain greatly 
enhancing the network speed(able to reduce the transaction commission) for 
usage.
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Due to this, new block is created every 2.5 minutes proceeding 4 times faster 
for each transaction making it the merit of being able to handle more 
transaction at the same time.

Instead of stopping here, we have added another merit to the bitcoin Bulls 
coin. Which is the concept of master node.
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- It is a way of ‘mining’ the coin while holding certain sake of the relevant
coin.

- Once one holds the qualification of the master node after depositing coin
equivalent to the proportion of the initial stake into the wallet, mining is
proceeded for 24hour/365 days.

- It is a charming method where there are less electricity consumption and
coin is purchased instead of a device being purchased.

- You can check the mining status and cash out anytime, anywhere.

What is a mater node?

Features of master node

1. Private Send

The key technology. Protects the financial information through coin 
mixing(hiding transaction record).

2. Instant Send

There are standard send and instant send for BitcoinBulls coin. Standard 
send uses the existing confirm system of the blockchain that takes about 10 
minutes, while master node allows instant transaction within 1~4 seconds. 

3. Governance (management method) voting method

BitcoinBulls coin has established the DAO(Decentralized Autonomous 
Organization).
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The master node policy of the BTCB coin is as following.

- The BTCB coin master node is linked with the mining speed of the
bitcoin Bulls.

- Award is given always. 365 days from the moment of becoming a master
node.

- Award is given in BTCB coin.

- Amount of award is separated by level.

Gabriel : Bitcoin mining speed 3,000% UP

Raphael : Bitcoin mining speed 2,000% UP

Michael : Bitcoin mining speed 1,000% UP

   By applying the master node function, BTCB coin has added another 
charming reason for possessing the coin, and through this our assets are 
stabilized, and are doing the best to plan accurate and stable profit to the 
master node customers possessing BTCB coin. 

   Anyone who possess certain amount of stake of BTCB coin can become a 
master node and receive BTCB coin as interest, and it designs a level where 
mining is possible only with CPU allowing steady road of profit to customers 
that are not master node. 
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Gold, masterpiece bag, Genesis, 
1 billion provided
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▶ Cryptocurrency coin should not be considered as investment but it may
earn value as time passes. Also in case the solution executed by the Bitcoin
Bulls coin is not actively used in the actual society, the value may drop.

▶ Risk of losing fund : The fund that was collected during the procedure of the
business is not guaranteed. In case the value is damaged or lost, there are no
individual or public insurance agency that can replace the purchaser.

▶ Risk of failure : Regarding the fund that was collected during the procedure
of the business, business within the bitcoin Bulls coin and other after
marketing activities ending in failure or any various risk that may occur from a
company during the business is relevant to this case.

The technology innovation such as the development of the quantum 
computer and so on holds a possibility of causing danger to encrypted 
communication including bitcoin Bulls coin. In case the bitcoin Bulls coin 
cannot be used due to various causes that exempted from the guarantee, the 
loss is responsible by the person who has purchased the coin and the general 
president Song Myeong Ho does not take any sort of responsibility regarding 
it.

After the issue date, the BTCB Coin is transferred to the person who 
purchased it directly without explicit or implicit guarantee without invading 
the intellectual property right of another person. 

Certain jurisdictions does not acknowledge the exemption of the implicit 
guarantee therefore the exemption of the above implicit guarantee may not be 
applied.
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   This document is a conceptual documenet(whitepaper) explaining the 
solution and future platform we suggest. This may change or be revised at any 
time.

However we do not hold the obligation to contact regarding any additional 
information to the update mandatory recipient of this whitepaper. The pure 
purpose of this whitepaper is only for discussion. We do not guarantee any 
current or future values nor will general president Song Myeong Ho does not 
guarantee how much the coin value will be. We do not provide any financial 
advise.

We have issued this as a standard outline for the introduction of this 
“whitepaper”, business model, company and regarding the bitcoin Bulls coin. 
This project is not a subject for any form of regulation affiliated within the 
jurisdiction. This whitepaper is not provided in any from of document nor 
does contribute in proposal and it not considered as a investment 
explanation for a regulated product within the jurisdiction.

This whitepaper does not provide any advice regarding your participation 
in the project, and one must not rely on this whitepaper regarding any 
contract or participation decision.

Without exception, no expression or guarantee regarding achievement and 
appropriateness of the future prospect or conceptual statement are given.

The use of the company, platform name or trademark other than Song 
Myeong Ho does not mean any form of affiliation, guarantee for someone or a 
third party of a person. Refer to this whitepaper for the explanation regarding 
a specific company and platform. 
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LATOKEN
https://latoken.com/

Install LATOKEN cryptocurrency exchange market APP
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?
id=com.latoken.wallet

Token listed global cryptocurrency 
exchange market
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